Abstract-We consider a discrete time queueing system where a controller makes a 2-stage decision every slot. The decision at the first stage reveals a hidden source of randomness with a control-dependent (but unknown) probability distribution. The decision at the second stage generates an attribute vector that depends on this revealed randomness. The goal is to stabilize all queues and optimize a utility function of time average attributes, subject to an additional set of time average constraints. This setting fits a wide class of stochastic optimization problems, including multiuser wireless scheduling with dynamic channel measurement decisions, and wireless multi-hop routing with multi-receiver diversity and opportunistic routing decisions. We develop a simple maxweight algorithm that learns efficient behavior by averaging functionals of previous outcomes.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E consider a system with queues that operate in discrete time with unit timeslots . Let be the vector of queue backlogs. The dynamics for each are (1) where and are arrival and service processes. The arrivals can be a sum of exogenous arrivals from traffic sources and endogenous arrivals from other network nodes, and so multi-hop networks can be treated using this framework. Multi-hop problems are treated in more detail in Section V. The units of , , depend on the context of the system, and these variables can be non-integer. Every slot , a controller makes a 2-stage control decision that affects queue dynamics and generates a collection of random network attributes. Specifically, for each slot there is a pair of random events . The value of is assumed to be known at the beginning of slot and can be a multi-dimensional quantity, such as a vector of new arrivals or channel states for slot . The process is assumed to be i.i.d. over slots with distribution . However, the distribution is unknown. Based on knowledge of , the controller first chooses an action from a finite set of "stage-1" control actions, given by an action set . After the action is chosen, the additional random event is revealed. The events are conditionally i.i.d. with distribution over all slots for which . The distribution functions are unknown. Based on knowledge of the revealed vector, the controller makes an additional decision , where is chosen from some abstract set that possibly depends on . This decision affects the service rates and arrival processes of the queues on slot , and additionally generates attribute vectors , for some non-negative integers . These are determined by arbitrary functions of , , and
The and quantities can represent additional rewards earned or penalties expended by the network on slot , such as throughput admitted at different parts of the network, or powers expended by different network components.
For a given control policy, define time average expectation as follows: 1 Define similarly. The goal is to develop an algorithm that makes decisions over time to solve (2) (3) (4) (5) where is a continuous and convex function of , and where a discrete time queue is defined to be stable if: 2 The above definition uses an absolute value of , even though the processes in (1) are always non-negative, because we shall soon introduce virtual queues that can possibly be negative. We can use and in the above problem if there are no attributes and we seek only to minimize the time average of , rather than minimizing a convex function of a time average.
As an example, suppose that , there are no attributes, and we define , being times the total amount of new packets admitted to the network on slot . Further, for define , where represents power incurred by some component in the network on slot , and is a desired average power constraint to be enforced. Then the problem of minimizing subject to queue stability and to is one that seeks to maximize admitted throughput subject to stability and to average power constraints at each network component . As another example, suppose there are no attributes. However, suppose that is the admitted data of flow type in the network on slot , and is times a concave utility function of admitted data. Then the problem seeks to maximize a concave utility function of the throughput vector subject to queue stability. This particular example is considered in more detail in the simulation example of Section IV.
The problem (2)- (5) is similar to those treated in [2] - [5] using Lyapunov optimization and a drift-plus-penalty method, and in [6] , [7] using fluid limits. The problem can be partly addressed using these prior techniques in the following special cases:
• (Special Case 1) There is no "stage-1" control action , so that the revealed randomness does not depend on any control decision.
• (Special Case 2) The distribution functions are known. An example of Special Case 1 is the problem of minimizing time average power expenditure in a multi-user wireless downlink (or uplink) with random time-varying channel states that are known at the beginning of every slot. Simple max-weight transmission policies are known to solve such problems, even without knowledge of the probability distributions for the channels or packet arrivals [4] . An example of Special Case 2 is the same system with the additional assumption that there is a cost to measuring channels at the beginning of each slot. In this example, we have the option of either measuring the channels (and thus having the hidden random channel states revealed to us) or transmitting blindly. Such problems are treated in [8] , [9] , which use max-weight algorithms that include an expectation with respect to the known joint channel state distribution. Estimating the joint channel state distribution can be difficult when there are many (possibly correlated) channels. For example, if there are channels and 1024 possible states per channel, there are probabilities to be estimated in the joint channel state distribution.
Another important example is that of dynamic packet routing and transmission scheduling in a multi-commodity, multi-hop network with probabilistic channel errors and multi-receiver diversity. The Diversity Backpressure Routing (DIVBAR) algorithm of [10] reduces this problem to a 2-stage max-weight problem where each node decides which of the commodities to transmit at the first stage. After transmission, the random vector of neighbor successes is revealed, and the "stage-2" packet forwarding decision is made. The solution given in [10] requires knowledge of the joint transmission success probabilities for all neighboring nodes.
In this paper, we provide a framework for solving such problems without having a priori knowledge of the underlying probability distributions. Our approach uses the observation that, rather than requiring an estimate of the full probability distributions, all that is needed is an estimate of a set of expected maxweight functionals that depend on these distributions. These can be efficiently estimated from the history of previous events. Our analysis also provides a framework for treating time average equality constraints via a new virtual queue structure, and yields a generalized approximation theory for stochastic network optimization problems. Examples in Sections IV and V consider utility maximization and multi-hop networking. (12) Indeed, the equality constraint (9) indicates that the auxiliary variable can be used as a proxy for , so that the above problem is equivalent to (2)-(5). These auxiliary variables are similar to those we introduced in [3] , [2] , [11] for optimizing a convex function of a time average penalty in a stochastic network. If and , then no auxiliary variables are needed.
II. ALGORITHM DESIGN

A. Boundedness Assumptions
C. Virtual Queues and Lyapunov Drift
As in [4] , [2] , for each each , we enforce the inequality constraint (8) with a virtual queue with dynamics (13) To enforce the equality constraint (9), for each we define a virtual queue that can be possibly negative, with a new update structure (14)
It is not difficult to show that the constraints (8), (9) are satisfied whenever all virtual queues and are strongly stable [12] . Now define as the vector of all actual and virtual queue values. To stabilize the queues, we define the following Lyapunov function:
Intuitively, this Lyapunov function is large whenever one of the queues is large, and so keeping it small maintains stable queues. Define . Let be a non-negative parameter used to control the proximity of our algorithm to the optimal solution of (7)- (12) . Using the framework of [2] , we consider a control policy that observes the queue backlogs and takes control actions on each slot that minimize a bound on the following "drift-plus-penalty" expression: 
D. Feasibility and Slackness
Assume the problem (2)- (5) is feasible, so that it is possible to satisfy its constraints using some algorithm, and define as the infimum value of (2) over all feasible algorithms. In [12] it is shown that if the algorithm is feasible, then for all there exists a stationary and randomized algorithm that makes a control action as a (possibly randomized) function of the observed , revealing a corresponding random vector , and chooses a stage-2 control action as a potentially randomized function of such that for any slot and independent of (18) (19) (20) (21) where is a vector that satisfies . Intuitively, this means that if the problem is feasible, then we can achieve the desired constraints and performance objective arbitrarily closely over the class of stationary and randomized algorithms. The use of is necessary to treat general cases where infimums are not necessarily achievable by a single randomized policy, such as when the function is not continuous in , and/or the set is not compact. In most cases where mild closure properties are satisfied, (18)- (21) hold with , although such closure properties are not needed in any of our analysis.
The next assumption states that the constraints are not only feasible, but have a useful slackness property, analogous to a Slater condition for static optimization problems [13] .
Assumption (6) , and assume these are finite. Suppose , , are small enough, and that is large enough, so that (24) Then all queues are strongly stable and so all constraints (8)- (12) hold (and hence all constraints of the original problem (2)- (5) hold). Further
where constants , are from Lemma 1 and Assumption A1, respectively, and
Additional queue and utility bounds are derived for a finite horizon in (29) and (30) of the proof. Note that and if the exact minimization of the function in (16) is performed every slot . This shows that achieved cost can be pushed to within of optimality, with a corresponding tradeoff in queue backlog, as in [2] . The difference from [2] is that we consider the 2-stage structure, generalized approximate scheduling, and arbitrary convex cost functions (without the entrywise non-increasing or non-decreasing assumptions in [2] ). This latter part is achieved by the new virtual queue structure (14) that enforces an equality constraint. This structure can also be used to treat additional time average equality constraints.
Proof: (Theorem 1) Using Assumption A1 with (15) yields for any slot (27) for any alternative decisions , , that satisfy (11), with corresponding random event , variables , and variables , , defined similarly in terms of , , . Now fix , and consider the following policy:
where is some probability (to be specified later), "w.p." stands for "with probability," is the stationary, randomized policy of (18)- (21), is the policy of (22)- (23) Plugging these into (27) yields (28) Inequality (28) holds for any probability . Using and rearranging terms yields Taking expectations of both sides of the above, summing over , and rearranging terms (as in [2] ), yields
Using non-negativity of and taking limits proves strong stability of all queues, ensures all constraints (8)- (12) hold, and proves (25).
Alternatively, using in (28) yields Taking iterated expectations of both sides and summing over as before yields
Using non-negativity of and Jensen's inequality yields
The result (26) follows by taking a limit as and using continuity of and (9).
E. Drift-Plus-Penalty Algorithm
This consists of those terms of the right hand side of (15) that do not involve the auxiliary variables . Suppose that the action and the set has the structure and , where is chosen in a set (a set depending only on ), and is chosen in the set . Suppose that so that it can be decomposed into a term that depends only on and , and a term that does not depend on . Such a structure always exists in the trivial form when is null, and is zero. However, this structure is useful, for example, when represents random arrivals and a flow control decision, which can be optimally chosen independently of the decision and the outcome. The algorithm that minimizes the expression (16) observes , every slot , and makes decisions as follows:
• (Auxiliary Variables) Observe . Choose subject to (6) 
III. ESTIMATING THE MAX-WEIGHT FUNCTIONAL
There may be some stage-1 control options that generate outcomes for which the outcome under another op-tion can be inferred. For example, suppose we have a wireless system where the options are to measure none of the channels, measure some of the channels, or measure them all, where the outcome is a vector of channel states for all measured channels, having "null" values for channels not measured. Then the outcome associated with measuring any subset of the channels can equally be inferred by measuring all channels. Define as the subset of such that the outcome for any can be inferred by the outcome for some . To persistently explore all possible stage-1 actions, on every slot we independently declare an exploration event with probability , where
. If an exploration event occurs, we independently choose option uniformly over all options in (regardless of the state of the network on this slot). We say that the action is a -inferred exploration event if the outcome for option can be inferred from the outcome for the chosen (note that there can be many for which the same event is a -inferred exploration event). Define as the optimal cost for the problem (2)- (5) subject to the additional constraints that we use exploration events of probability . For simplicity, we measure our cost performance with respect to . While , the understanding is that the gap is small if is small. Indeed, it can be shown that . Such probabilistic exploration events can be built into the framework of the system by re-defining the observed random event to have the following structure:
, where is the original event, and is chosen independently and i.i.d. every slot in the set , with and for all , where represents the number of elements in . If , then no exploration event occurs. If , then the structure of the , , , functions, which depend on , force the stage-1 decision to be by having outcomes identical to choosing whenever any other choice is chosen.
A. Estimating the Value -Approach 1
Define an integer that represents a moving average window size. For each stage-1 option and each time , define as the outcome that would have occurred at the time at which the th latest -inferred exploration event took place. Define as the outcome with the current value but the previously observed value. Define the estimate as follows:
In the case when there have not yet been previous -inferred exploration events by time , the estimate is taken with respect to the (fewer than ) events, and is set to zero if no such events have occurred. The estimates can be viewed as empirical averages using the current queue backlogs and the current , but using the outcomes observed on previous exploration events. Note that one might define according to an average over the past slots on which an outcome of stage-1 decision can be inferred, rather than restricting to sampling at exploration events. The reason we have used exploration events is to overcome the subtle "inspection paradox" issues involved in sampling the previous outcomes. Indeed, even though outcomes are generated in an i.i.d. way every slot in which is chosen, the distribution of the last-seen outcome that corresponds to a particular decision may be skewed in favor of creating larger penalties. This is because our algorithm may choose to avoid decision for a longer period of time if this last outcome was non-favorable. Sampling at random exploration events ensures that our samples indeed form an i.i.d.
sequence. An additional difficulty remains: Even though these samples form an i.i.d. sequence, they are not independent of the queue values , as these prior outcomes have influenced the current queue states. We overcome this difficulty in Section III-D via a delayed-queue analysis.
B. Estimating the Value -Approach 2
The estimation of Approach 1 does not require knowledge of the distributions. However, evaluation of requires minimizations of on each slot , according to the value of each particular outcome. Here we describe an approach that has a per-timeslot computation that is independent of , in the special case when the function does not depend on . Again let be an integer moving average window size, and define the same as in Approach 1. Further define as the queue backlogs seen at the corresponding times of these exploration events. Define an estimate as follows:
The estimate is adjusted appropriately if fewer than -inferred exploration events have occurred. This approach is different from Approach 1 in that the current queue backlogs are not used. These minimizations can be done on every slot on which an exploration event occurs and is chosen, and the results can be stored and used for later use. This requires one minimization of for each such that outcome can be inferred from the outcome . This requires a number of minimizations that is at most per exploration event, regardless of the window size .
C. Max-Weight Learning Algorithm
Let be a given exploration probability, , be given parameters, and a positive integer window size. 4 
Define
. The Max-Weight Learning Algorithm is as follows.
• (Initialization) Let , and run the system over slots , choosing each stage-1 decision option in a fixed round-robin order, choosing to minimize , and choosing according to the auxiliary variable selection algorithm. This ensures that we have independent samples by time 0, and creates a possibly non-zero initial queue state . Next perform the following sequence of actions for each slot . 4 A variable length window size algorithm with W(t) that grows with t is also analyzed in [1] and shown to achieve exact optimality subject to a weaker "mean rate stability" constraint.
• (1), (13), (14).
D. Analysis of the Max-Weight Learning Algorithm
For brevity, we analyze only Approach 1 (Approach 2 analysis is given in [1] ). Our goal is to compute parameters , , , , for (17) that can be plugged into Theorem 1. Theorem 2: (Performance Under Approach 1) Suppose Approach 1 is implemented using an exploration probability , a positive integer window size , and a fixed parameter . Then condition (17) of Assumption A1 holds with (33) where , are constants independent of queue backlog and of , , (and depend on the worst case moments of arrival, service, and attribute functions). Alternatively, if the algorithm is implemented using samples of that are somehow independently generated with the correct distribution (but not taken from the past), then the same holds with . Proof: See Appendix B. It follows that if the fixed window size is chosen to be suitably large, then the , , , constants will be small enough to satisfy the conditions (24) required for Theorem 1.
IV. ADAPTIVE CHANNEL MEASUREMENT IN A WIRELESS DOWNLINK
Here we consider an example of maximizing throughpututility in a 3-queue wireless system with joint flow control and opportunistic transmission. The stage-1 decision chooses whether to measure channels or to transmit blindly, where measuring channels incurs an overhead that reduces throughput by , with the advantage of knowing what rates can currently be achieved on each channel. The detailed model is in Section IV-B. We first present the simulation results.
A. Simulation Results
The simulation results are plotted versus the moving average window size in Figs. 1 and 2 , with a fixed . Fig. 1 shows the simulated utility achieved by the optimal statisticsaware policy with perfect knowledge of . This policy is independent of , and the small variations are due to the independent simulation runs. The figure also shows how the utility of the (statistics unaware) max-weight learning algorithm (Approach 1) increases to this optimal utility as the window size is increased. Also plotted is the utility under a max-weight learning policy that samples at any measurement slot, not necessarily slots that are exploration events. The utility is slightly worse for small , but seems to converge to the same value for large , suggesting that the "inspection paradox" issues are minimal when the window size is large. For comparison purposes, the figure also plots the utility achieved by a policy that always decides to measure the channel, showing that performance is degraded. Fig. 2 plots the average backlog in each of the queues under these same experiments. The same qualitative performance is observed: The statistics-aware policy performs the best (having the lowest backlog), the "always measure" policy performs the worst, and the max-weight learning algorithms improve as is increased. Fig. 3 shows how total utility increases as is increased, for a fixed window size . It is seen that performance improves quickly with , coming very close to optimal after . There is a small gap between the optimal utility (achieved by the statistics-aware algorithm) and the max-weight learning algorithms. This gap would be reduced if we used a larger window size . Finally, it can be shown that worst case backlog is for all queues and all slots (see analysis in next subsection). This deterministic bound is plotted in Fig. 4 along with the average queue values.
B. System Details
The system has 3 queues with time-varying channel states , where and represents the number of packets that can be transmitted on channel on slot . However, is unknown and there are two stage-1 options every slot: Measure all channels ( ) or measure no channels ( ). Measuring channels yields , while measuring no channels yields . There is only one type of exploration event: Measuring all channels (so that ). This is because the result of transmitting blindly can be inferred by knowledge of the channel measurements. There are randomly arriving packets every slot, denoted by a process , where for all and all . Flow control decisions are made every slot, where is the amount of newly arriving packets admitted to queue on slot , subject to the constraints: for all and all . Any data that is not admitted is dropped (similar to [3] , [2] ). Transmission decisions are made after is observed, and are given by , where and is subject to for all and and is non-zero for at most one . The queue dynamics are given by (1) is an indicator function that is 1 if , and is zero else, and is a fraction representing channel measurement overhead. This model is similar to [8] , [9] , with the exception that we have no a priori knowledge of the channel distributions.
Define from (35) that queue backlog is deterministically bounded as follows: for all and all . This deterministic bound was indeed upheld in the simulations.
We assume channel state vectors are i.i.d. over slots but correlated in each entry, as follows: Every slot , is chosen independently according to the distribution Then with probability 0.2 we have:
. With probability 0.8, we have , and we have distributed independently according to the same distribution as . Packets are assumed to arrive independently over slots and channels, with . We use an exploration probability and a measurement loss factor , and we run all simulations over 2 million slots.
V. MULTI-HOP DIVERSITY BACKPRESSURE ROUTING
Here we consider the multi-hop network model of [10] . The network of interest is shown in Fig. 5 . There are two traffic types: Traffic type has source node 0 and destination 9. New packets of type arrive to node 0 according to an i.i.d. Bernoulli process with rate packets/slot. Traffic type has source node 1 and destination 5, and this traffic arrives to node 1 according to an i.i.d. Bernoulli process with rate packets/slot. Every slot, each node chooses a single packet to transmit. This packet is successfully received at each of the neighboring links of the graph with their corresponding link success probabilities, as shown in Fig. 5 . For simplicity, we assume the system uses orthogonal channels, so that there is no interference and multiple packets can be received (from different transmitter nodes) at one node on the same slot. Further, we assume all link successes are independent over links and over slots. For example, if node 0 transmits a packet on slot , then it is successfully received with probability 0.3 at node 1, and independently with probability 0.4 at node 2.
The 2-stage decision structure at each node is as follows: There is no initial information. In the stage-1 decision on slot , every node chooses whether to transmit a packet of type or (remaining idle, or equivalently, transmitting a "null" packet if no actual packets are available). The feedback information represents ACK/NACK feedback that each transmitting node receives about reception on each of the possible outgoing links of the graph. Based on this feedback, the stage-2 decision chooses which single next-node takes responsibility for each transmitted packet (possibly keeping the packet in the same transmitting node for future transmission if none of the successful receivers are as desirable as the current node). The packet is then deleted from the previous queue, and retained only in the single queue chosen to take responsibility for the packet.
Let and be the current number of commodity and commodity packets, respectively, in node on slot . Note that and for all , since packets that reach their destination are removed from the network. The queueing dynamics for commodity are where is the number of new type packets that arrive exogenously to node on slot , being zero for all , and being Bernoulli with rate if . Further, is the number of type packets that node transfers to node on slot , being at most 1, and being 1 if and only if node successfully transmitted a packet to node , and then decided to choose node to take responsibility of the packet in the stage-2 decision. Similar dynamics hold for commodity . Further details on the structure and constraints of and are given in [10] . For simplicity, we consider a problem that only seeks to stabilize the queues, so that there are no attributes , . In [10] it is shown that the optimal max-weight stage-2 decision is as follows: For each node that transmits a packet of commodity on slot (where or ), define as the set of nodes consisting of node together with all other nodes that successfully received the packet. Then choose the next-hop as the node that maximizes the differential backlog , breaking ties arbitrarily. This is a simple decision that requires no knowledge of the success probability information. Thus, the main complexity of the algorithm is in choosing the stage-1 decision of which commodity, or , is transmitted. It is shown in [10] that the optimal max-weight stage-1 decision is as follows: For each node , let be the set of possible next-hop nodes (including node ). For each commodity , rank order the nodes in from highest differential backlog to lowest differential backlog, breaking ties arbitrarily so that a specific rank order is obtained. This represents the preference order for next-hop routing. Then for each and each node , compute where is the probability that, given node transmits a commodity packet, node successfully receives the packet, but no other nodes with better rank successfully receive the packet. This of course requires knowledge of the joint success probability distribution at all nodes (which may not have product form if successes are correlated, even though in our simulation example we assume independent successes). The values of and are then compared, and we transmit commodity whenever , and else. This algorithm is called the Diversity Backpressure Routing Algorithm (DIVBAR) [10] . The and values in this case correspond to those in (32) of the general max-weight learning algorithm.
The new max-weight learning implementation of DIVBAR, which does not need probability information, is as follows: First note that "success" events are independent of the packet commodity, and so we do not need to define any exploration events. In principle, we can assume each node transmits a packet every slot (being a null packet if it does not have any actual packets). 5 Each node keeps a sample-path history of the sets of successful receivers of node transmissions over the past slots. It then computes the following estimates and , written below as with where is an indicator function that is 1 if node successfully received a transmission from node , but no other nodes with rank order better than successfully received, in the th sample of the sample past history. We now present results for this max-weight learning algorithm along with results for an implementation of the algorithm that assumes a priori knowledge of all link success probabilities for comparison. These results were obtained from simulations performed using the Qualnet 6 network simulation environment. The network and channel success probabilities from Fig. 5 were used, and traffic rates of the two flows were assumed to be equal for all simulations, such that . The time slot duration was set to 1 second, and each simulation run was performed for 1 million slots with throughput and occupancy results averaged over the entire run.
First, we consider the scenario with a fixed value of and a varying window size, . Fig. 6 shows how the maxweight learning implementation approaches the optimal total average throughput of as the window size is increased. In this case, a value of as low as achieves full throughput. Fig. 7 shows the average total occupancy of all the queues in the network for the max-weight learning algorithm using the same values of and for the implementation assuming full channel state knowledge. Again, the values approach the known channel statistics case, being , as is increased, also achieving virtually the same performance as the algorithm with a priori knowledge at . We also ran simulations of the same scenario using a fixed value of and simultaneously increasing input rates of both flows from 0 to 0.5 packets/slot. These results are displayed in Figs. 8 and 9. Since using a window size of this value achieves performance virtually equal to the algorithm assuming full knowledge of channel state distributions as shown above, only data from the max-weight learning version of the algorithm is shown in these two figures.
The average total occupancy of all queues in the network for increasing traffic loads is shown in Fig. 8 (with the -axis in log scale). Here, queue stability is achieved while the input traffic remains within the network's capacity region of 0.9 packets/ second. We can see the edge of this capacity region, however, as congestion approaches the asymptote at . This same limit is also evident in Fig. 9 , which plots the average delivered throughput versus the total input rate from the same set of simulations. While input traffic is less than 0.9 packets/ second, the network's ability to support the offered traffic load is observed by the average throughput being equal to the average input rate. At , however, we see that the network's capacity region is saturated and achieved throughput levels off. Note that this capacity limit of the network is also intuitive from an examination of the topology in Fig. 5 . If we consider the minimum cut across the links , the total of the link success probabilities is equal to 0.9, the same capacity achieved through simulation. This results in the following interesting observation: The DI-VBAR algorithm is designed to maximize throughput over all possible routing and scheduling strategies that send packets with reception success as described above, but does not necessarily achieve the (unsolved) information theoretic network capacity, which can also optimize over all network coding strategies on the same problem structure. However, in this case there is a min-cut that limits the symmetric throughput to (for a total throughput of 0.9) for any information theoretic strategy. 7 However, by analyzing the topology and probabilities for this example, it can be shown that there exists a 2-commodity flow that uses only pure routing and scheduling (without network coding) that achieves . Thus, the DIVBAR algorithm also achieves this and so 7 We note that a remark in [10] incorrectly stated the capacity as = = 0:455 packets=slot, rather than 0.45 packets/slot.
for this example it achieves the symmetric information-theoretic capacity.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work extends the drift-plus-penalty framework for stochastic network optimization to a context with 2-stage decisions and unknown distributions that govern the stochastics. This is useful in a variety of contexts, including transmission scheduling for wireless networks in unknown environments and with unknown channels. The learning algorithms developed here are based on estimates of expected max-weight functionals, and are much more efficient than algorithms that would attempt to learn the complete probability distributions associated with the system. Our analysis provides explicit bounds on the deviation from optimality, and the corresponding backlog tradeoffs, in terms of the sample size and the control parameter . Simulations were provided for an example 3-user wireless system. Our simulations include a variation of the max-weight learning algorithm that samples at any measurement time. This policy is more difficult to analyze and provides slightly worse performance in the simulations considered here. However, it uses more recent channel realizations and thus may provide better performance for mobile networks where the channel probability distributions can change over time. Indeed, our sampling method here assumes each of the samples is identically distributed. In networks with high mobility, one might place a limit on the amount of samples that are assumed to be relevant to the existing topology. This creates an performance gap for mobile networks due to the inability to adaptively estimate max-weight functionals for a changing channel state distribution. The boundedness assumptions in Section II-A ensure that for some finite constant . Taking conditional expectations of the above, given , proves the result.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
To prove Theorem 2, fix time and define as follows:
where , are the actions taken using the estimates of Approach 1, and , are the ideal max-weight actions based on perfectly known values (for simplicity, assume "max-weight" actions that achieve the appropriate minimum exist, else we can take actions arbitrarily close to the infimum). Because these right-hand sides differ only in terms comprising the expression defined in (32), we have where the expectation on the right hand side is over the decision . Now for each , define . We thus have It follows that:
Note that corresponds to the desired inequality (17), and hence it suffices to bound . Unfortunately, the samples that generate are not necessarily conditionally i.i.d. given , but they are conditionally i.i.d. given
, where is the time of the earliest sampled -inferred exploration event. Note that is a sum of geometric random variables, and has mean at most . We have
The expectations of the first and last terms are proportional to the expectation of multiplied by a constant that depends on the worst case moments of queue backlog change over one slot. The expectation of the middle term is just the expected difference between an expectation and an estimate based on i.i.d. samples, and hence is . Specifically, due to the uniform bounds on first and second moments for all , we can show for all [1] where is a constant independent of , , and queue sizes and depends on the second moments of the processes. We thus have where is defined Further, the unconditional expectation of can be shown to be bounded by:
. We thus have that (17) of Assumption A1 holds with defined as above and .
